ABSTRACT A grey number plays a key role in a grey system, and the characteristics of the grey number are one of the core researched contents of the grey number. The whitenization weight function, the grey degree, and the kernel are the characteristics of the grey number. Currently, a rectangular whitenization weight function is a foundation to calculate the grey degree and the kernel of the grey number. However, the rectangular whitenization weight function cannot comprehensively represent the distribution of the grey number's value. In order to expand the application of grey number in a system with the known or empirical information of grey number's distribution, a multiplying operator is constructed to deal with the inner relationship between the whitenization weight function and the probability density function of the grey number. The concept of sym-probability density function is proposed as the whitenization weight function for the grey number in this paper. Meanwhile, according to the various shapes of whitenization weight function, an integral-form formula is developed to calculate the grey degree, and a centroid-form formula is developed to calculate the kernel of the grey number. These formulas are general formulas for two characteristic values of the grey number. The novel general formulas, which are considered as the extension of traditional calculation formulas, do not only handle the regular whitenization weight function but also cope with an irregular whitenization weight function. Finally, several examples are implemented to demonstrate the performance and efficiency of these opinions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The grey system, proposed by Deng [1] in 1982, emerged as a new practical method for studying uncertain systems with poor or partial information. Grey number is the basic studying object of grey system [2] . Reducing grey number to a real number is the mainly researching focus of inchoate researches and applications of grey system. In the real world, however, sampling data is often showed in the form of grey number (e.g., a specific range) for uncertain systems [3] . It is an important part of the grey system theory for researching on the characteristic of grey number. Usually, the characteristic of grey number is reflected by both a characteristic function and two characteristic values, which are name as whitenization weight function, the grey degree and the kernel of grey number.
At present, rectangular whitenization weight function, trapezoidal whitenization weight function and triangular whitenization weight function of grey number are the most widely used in grey system. It has been extensively developed in grey system since the concept of whitenization weight function was first proposed by Deng (1992) [12] , in which the type of typical whitenization weight functions is a trapezoidal shape. Since then, plenty of studies have been carried out for grey number based on whitenization weight functions. Wang et al. [2] , [5] constructed the trapezoidal whitenization function with an interval grey number to deal with the situation that the turn point of whitenizationweight function must be a real number. Liu and Lin [4] , Liu and Zhu [6] , and Liu et al. [7] developed a type of triangular whitenization weight functions to improve the efficiency and simplicity of whitenization weight function. Wang et al. [8] defined the center of the triangular whitenization weight function and established modification of the grey evaluation model. By comparing with the different triangular whitenization weight functions, a standardized form of triangular whitenization weight function was presented by Meng et al. [9] , which aims at handling the clustering evaluation for overlapping or discontinuous grey class intervals. A novel grey clustering evaluation method was presented by Li [10] based on standard triangular whitenization weight function by comparing with the existing two types of triangular whitenization weight functions. Zhao and Zeng [11] made a comparison between different types of whitenization weight functions in prediction modeling method of interval grey number. These studies fully demonstrated the useful of whitenization weight functions.
In addition, the grey degree and the kernel of grey number are considered as two other keys to reflect the characteristic of grey number. Deng [12] referred the formula to calculate the grey degree derived from typical whitenization weight functions in 1982. By using the length of the interval grey number and its mean whitenization, Liu [13] and Liu and Lin [14] proposed an axiomatic formula of the grey degree for grey number in 1996. However, Deng's and Liu's formulas exist drawbacks, which have no normalization or grey number centered could not approve zero greyness, Liu and Lin [4] , [15] and Liu et al. [7] gave a novel formula and four axioms of the grey degree based on the field of discourse of grey number. Furthermore, Liu et al. [16] , [17] proposed a concept of the kernel of grey number, and it has a great significance to deal with a case which cannot be exchangeable in the course of transforming the algorithm of grey number to algorithm of a real number. Zeng [18] and You and Zeng et al. [19] built a calculation method's extension of the grey degree based on the area approach. The grey degree and the kernel of grey number, based on a regular shape of whitenization weight functions, cannot completely demonstrate the characteristic of grey number.
The previous studies are mostly based on a regular shape which is an area under whitenization weight function on interval of grey number. According to what is known to the researcher, whitenizationweight function f (x) of grey number is generally designed with their experience [4] . Because of the poor or partial information of grey number, currently, some regular whitenization weight functions are most widely used to research on grey system. However, for grey number with wholly known or empirical information, there were no correlational research on whitenization weight functions of grey number. Therefore, this work focuses on the various shape of whitenization weight function are applied to grey theory. According to traditional calculation formulas of two characteristic values on the basis of the shape of f (x) is a regular shape, the shape is not a regular shape in many cases. To solve this problem, the sym-probability density function is defined by a multiplying operator transform processing based on the value of interval grey number submits to a known distribution. And then, two general formulas are defined to compute the grey degree and the kernel of grey number based on f (x). In this paper, based on the irregular shape of f (x), the grey degree can be calculated by a general formula which is the integral-form formula of the grey degree, a centroidform formula is developed to calculate the kernel of grey number. Besides, several examples are implemented to demonstrate the performance and efficiency of these opinion in this paper, we calculate the grey degree and the kernel of interval grey number, followed by concluding remarks in the section 'VII'.
II. DEFINITIONS AND AXIOMS
A. DEFINITIONS OF GREY NUMBER Definition 1 [12] : Such a number instead of its range whose exact value is unknown is referred to as a grey number.
In fact, by Definition 1, a grey number stands for an indeterminate number that takes its possible value within an interval or a general set of numbers. The symbol '' '' is generally written to denote a grey number [4] .
There are several types of grey number is given as follows [4] . 
is maximum value, where f (x) is that typical whitenization weight functions.
As shown in Fig.1 , on a closed bounded interval a, b , a and b are initial point and terminal point of the typical whitenization weight functions f (x), a and b are sub-initial point and sub-terminal point of f (x) respectively. distance and interval distance of interval grey number , respectively [18] .
B. DEFINITIONS AND AXIOMS OF THE GREY DEGREE AND THE KERNEL OF GREY NUMBER
Concerning grey number, it is crucial to researches on algebraic system and mathematical operation of grey number. Therefore, Liu and Lin [4] proposed a novel concept of the kernel of grey number, and gave axiomatic and concept of the grey degree based on a formula of the grey degree which has been developed in Deng [12] .
Definition 4 [12] : For whitenizationweight function f a, a, b, b a < a < b < b of grey number shown in Fig.1 , the following formula is called the grey degree g • of grey number .
There are two major parts of the grey degree of grey number . The first part is the effect of f a, a, b, b with the maximum on g • ; the second part is the effect of f a, a, b, b with L(x) and R(x) on g • , in another word, the more L(x), R(x) cover the area of whitenizationweight function, the lager g • [4] . Liu [13] and Liu and Lin [14] proposed a novel axiomatic formula of the grey degree g • for grey number ∈ a, b a < b , based on interval distance l = b − a and the kernel of grey numberˆ = a + b /2, is defined as
However, the drawback of these two formulas [ (1), (2)] are neither normalization nor defined the grey degree grey number centered at zero [16] , [17] . Therefore, to address these problems, Liu and Lin [4] took into account the field of discourse of grey number, gave a novel definition and four axioms of the grey degree g • as follows: Definition 5 [13] For continuous grey number , though the information of distribution of is unknown, the kernel of is calculated in Definition 6 based on assume that submits to uniform distribution [4] . Further, the kernel of grey number is defined by Liu and Lin [4] in Definition 7 for a random grey number with known distribution. From Definition 6 and 7, we can know that the kernel of grey number is calculated based on a distribution with assumed or known of . The value of the kernel will be influenced by the distribution with assumed or known of . Hence, the distribution with assumed or known of plays a crucial role in grey number.
III. MULTIPLYING OPERATOR AND SYM-PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
In grey system, a whitenization weight function f (x) is used to describe the preference grey number ∈ a, b a < b has over the potential values it might take on the interval a, b . It is generally recognized that whitenization weight function f (x) whose value is a probability of the value of grey number on the interval a, b . Meanwhile, in probability theory, if the value of interval grey number submits to a probability density function φ(x) of particular distribution. It is generally known that φ(x) whose value is the set of possible values taken by the random variable [22] . In other words, whitenization weight function is similar to probability density function of a random variable [13] , [14] . However, the difference between f (x) and φ(x) was noticed that the maximum value of φ(x) is not equal to 1 from Definition 3. Therefore, there are some internal connection between probability density function and whitenization weight function.
Considering to internal connection, a function is constructed to establish the relationship between probability density function and whitenizationweight function, which is called sym-probability density function.
Definition 8: Assume that φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of a continuous random variable X , let α > 0, then
is called sym-probability density function of the continuous random variable x, the symbol α is called multiplying operator. Proposition 1: Assume that φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of a continuous random variable x, let a > 0, f * (x) is a sym-probability density function of x by multiplying operator α transform processing, x k (k = 1, 2, ..., n) is the value of x, the ratio of φ(x) equals to the ratio of f * (x) corresponds to x k , that is
Proof: Proposition 1 is clearly established. For φ(x) is a probability density function of a continuous random variable x, by multiplying operator α transform processing, the sym-probability density function f * (x) = a * φ(x). By Proposition 1, f * (x) can be used as a whitenization weight function f (x) of interval grey number , that is f (x) = f * (x) = a * φ(x). The maximum value of f (x) is equal to 1, Hence, the multiplying operator α is calculated
Substantively, the multiplying operator α transform processing is that one applies the rules of normalization to the maximum value of f (x) is equal to 1. For Definition 5, the value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b can also be considered to be equally likely events, as Fig.2 shows, it means that submits to uniform distribution, φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of the distribution
Let probability density function φ(x) become to symprobability density function f * (x), which is whitenization weight function f (x) of , by multiplying operator α = b−a from (6).
IV. CALCULATION METHOD OF GREY DEGREE
The grey degree of grey number reflects the degree of uncertainty for the understanding of grey number. Definition 5, an axiomatic formula of the grey degree, does not took into account of the effect of whitenization weight function f (x) on interval grey number. The grey degree of grey number, while adopting (3) to calculate, doesn't take other distributions (e.g. normal distribution) into account, but only uniform distribution. Axiom 1 shows that the maximum value of the grey degree which the shape between whitenization weight function f (x) and X-axis from a range of grey number is rectangular, it is much bigger than the other shapes for the same range. Hence, the grey degree is directly proportional to the area of f (x) in two-dimensional coordinate plane geometry. Extension of calculation method of the grey degree is presented based on integral form of the area, as follow.
Definition 9: Assume that f (x) is whitenization weight function of continuous interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b , is the field of discourse of , µ ( ) is the measure of 's field, the following
is called integral-form the grey degree of .
Theorem 1: Assume that f (x) is whitenization weight function of continuous interval grey number
∈ a, b a < b , is the field of discourse of , the grey degree of is calculated as follows
Proof: Theorem 1 is clearly established.
Theorem 2: Assume that the value of interval grey number
∈ a, b a < b submits to a particular distribution, φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of the distribution. is the field of discourse of , the grey degree of is calculated as follows
and moreover,
Proof: a value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b submits to a particular distribution, φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is VOLUME 7, 2019 a probability density function of the distribution. By multiplying the multiplying operator α, the sym-probability density function can be used as whitenization weight function f (x) of interval grey number , that is
By (6), multiplying operator α is
the grey degree of is
Definition 9 describes a general formula of the grey degree, which is clearly satisfied with Axiom 1-4. With the same range's interval grey number and , the more the area of whitenizationweight function, the larger grey degree. It is also satisfied with Axiom 5 that the grey degree is directly proportional to the cover area of f (x). The grey degree of grey number can be solved with (7), whether or not the shape of f (x) in two-dimensional coordinate plane geometry is a regular shape.
V. CALCULATION METHOD OF KERNEL OF GREY NUMBER
In the full use of grey number's known relevant information, it may be remarked that the kernel of grey number is a kind of characteristic value of grey number. Whitenization weight function f (x) describes a probability of the value of grey number on the interval a, b , a value of f (x) is larger, the distance between the kernel of Grey number and the value is closer. In geometry, the kernel of interval grey number is the coordinate values of geometric center (gravity center) on the X-axis for the area under the curve f (x) from a to b [18] .
It will change solution of geometric center into solution of centroid, when the area, under the curve f (x) from a to b, is considered as a slice with uniform density. The novel calculation method of the kernel of interval grey number shall be calculated in accordance with the following formula.
Definition 10: Suppose that f (x) is whitenization weight function of interval grey number
∈ a, b a < b , then
is called centroid-form the kernel of continuous interval grey number , the symbol D is the area between f (x) and X-axis from a to b. Theorem 3: f (x) is whitenization weight function of interval grey number
∈ a, b a < b , the area between f (x) and X-axis from a to b is a symmetrical shape, the kernel of interval grey number is calculated as folloŵ
Proof: Theorem 3 is clearly established.
Theorem 4: Assume that a value of interval grey number
∈ a, b a < b submits to a particular distribution, φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of the distribution, and the kernel of interval grey number is calculated as followsˆ
Proof: Assume that a value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b submits to a particular distribution, φ(x)(φ(x) ≥ 0) is a probability density function of the distribution. By multiplying the multiplying operator α, the symprobability density function can be used as whitenization weight function f (x) of interval grey number , that is
The kernel of interval grey number iŝ
If the value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b submits to the distribution for a given probability density function φ(x), meanwhile, all possible value of be fallen in a, b a < b , that is b a φ(x)dx = 1 Form (12), the kernel of interval grey number iŝ
The above equation shall explain to definition 5 which is the kernel of grey numberˆ = E with a random grey number for a known distribution. At the same time, the above equation, also, proved that the kernel of grey numberˆ is the coordinate values of geometric center (gravity center) on the X-axis for the area under the curve f (x) from a to b.
Definition 10 describes a general formula of the kernel of grey number. The kernel can be solved by (10), whether or not the shape of f (x) in two-dimensional coordinate.
VI. EXAMPLE
In order to demonstrate the performance and efficiency of these opinion in this paper, two examples are presented.
Because of the most widely used probability distribution, the value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b submits to normal distribution N µ, σ 2 is choose as an example. Let the field of discourse of is a, b , the mathematical expectation µ and variance σ 2 of N µ, σ 2 is calculated by using maximum minimum values and the normal distribution 3σ -rule as follow [20] :
Interval grey number 's interval a, b = [µ − 3σ, µ + 3σ ], the probability density function φ(x) of N µ, σ 2 is the following:
According to 3σ -rule, the area of φ(x) in two-dimensional coordinate plane geometry is the following:
On the property of φ(x), it's maximum value in
By multiplying operator α transform processing, the symprobability density function can be used as a whitenization weight function f (x) of . It's field of discourse is [a, b] , the grey degree of is calculated as follows
The kernel of interval grey number is calculated as followŝ + 1 is whitenization weight function of as shown in Fig.3 . Calculate the of the grey degree and the kernel of with the above whitenization weight functions For f 1 (x) = 1, grey number can be considered to be submits to uniform distribution. The grey degree and the kernel of is calculated by the novel calculation methods as follow: The grey degree of is calculated using Definition 9:
The kernel of is calculated using Definition 10: The first example shows how to establish the inner relationship between whitenization weight function and probability density function using multiplying operator and symprobability density function. Owing to the novel general formulas of gray number, the grey degree and the kernel can be achieved with sym-probability density function. From the second example, we can know that the grey degree and the kernel are the same by comparing the traditional formulas with the novel general formulas for f 1 (x) = 1 (the result of traditional formulas can be found in [19] ). Rectangular whitenization weight function is a foundation to calculate the grey degree and the kernel of grey number with the traditional formulas. Therefore, the traditional formulas cannot obtain the grey degree and the kernel with f 2 (x) = − x−109 21 2 + 1. the novel general formulas can solve this problem very well.
The novel general formulas not only deal with regular whitenization weight function, but also calculate the grey degree and the kernel of with irregular shape of whitenization weight function. Therefore, the novel general formulas of gray number expand the application of grey number in a systems with the known or empirical information of grey number's distribution.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The research has positive significance for researching on the characteristic of grey number. Whitenization weight functions f (x), the grey degree and the kernel of grey number are the most foundation for grey number in grey system theory, these are the factors in studying grey number, because these reflection of the characteristics of grey number.
The concept of sym-probability density function and multiplying operator α are proposed to deal with this problem which whitenizationweight function of interval grey number with a particular known distribution, improve the application range of grey number. Subsequently, in many cases, the simplification regular whitenization weight function cannot complete description of potential values grey number might take. Hence, it is very significant to research the characteristic of grey number with various shapes of whitenization weight function. The novel general formulas are developed to calculate the grey degree and kernel of interval grey number with various shapes of whitenization weight function. Based on integral form of the area, an integral-form formula is presented to obtain the grey degree of interval grey number, it's proved to be good enough to satisfy the Axiom of the grey degree. The novel calculation method of the kernel of interval grey number is called centroid-form formula, it demonstrates the correctness of that expected value which is the kernel of a random grey number with known distribution. Some theorem are proved on the basis of the novel general formulas. In addition, we take the value of interval grey number ∈ a, b a < b submits to normal distribution, in the illustrative example, the grey degree and the kernel of are calculated by the novel general formulas, the example shows the calculation method's efficiency extension of the characteristic of grey number. Another example also shows the performance of the novel general formulas.
In this paper, the research findings calculation method's extension of the characteristic of grey number which is the novel general formulas, sym-probability density function and multiplying operator. They are a positive significance for enriching and improving gray number's research. It is a crucial step for establishing the distribution information of Small sampled data, so the next research target is how to determine the distribution information of small sample with poor or partial information.
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